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1. natural language semantics (non-Montagovian)
2. higher-cognition tests (for Psychometric AI)
   (false-belief test, deliberative mind-reading 
     mirror test for self-consciousness ...)

4. Basis for RL:  Learning Ex Nihilo
3. ethically correct robots
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Given This, Do Machine-Learning Machines Learn? 

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/SB_NSG_SB_JH_DoMachine-LearningMachinesLearn_preprint.pdf
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The Four-Step Road to Real Learning

Step 1:  Observe the acute discontinuity of human vs. nonhuman cognition.  
(Only humans understand and employ e.g. abstract reasoning schemas 
unaffected by the physical; layered quantification; recursion; and infinite 
structures/infinitary reasoning.) 

Step 2:  Exclude forms of “learning” made possible via exclusive use of 
reasoning and communication capacities in nonhuman animals (i.e. exclude 
forms of “learning” that don’t eventuate in bona fide jtb knowledge).

Step 3:  Within the focus arising from Step 2, further narrow the focus to HL  
reasoning and communication sufficiently powerful to perceive, and be 
successfully applied to, both (i) cohesive bodies of declarative content, and (ii) 
sophisticated natural-language content.  Dub this RC.

Step 4:  Real Learning (RL ) is the acquisition of genuine knowledge via RC.
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But how is this mechanizable?

Well, how about a new form of machine learning? 
(by reasoning)



Novel Form of Machine Learning:

Learning Ex Nihilo

(or Learning Ex Minima)



Robert arrives at a black-tie dinner party at 
a massive, manicured stone mansion.

Robert does not know anyone at this party, 
including the couple hosting the party1.

Robert is seated at an elegant table; 
in front of him is a thin, tall, crystal glass.

A white-tuxedo-wearing server pours a 
bubbly liquid into the tall glass, and says 
“Your aperitif, sir.”

At this point, Robert is in a position to learn 
an infinite number of propositions ex nihilo.
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https://www.collegemagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/downton_abbey.jpg

Example: Learning Ex Nihilo 
at a Dinner Party

1 Although he does know
which couple is hosting.
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Questions?


